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The feedback from the market for the qualities of a product is usually

sufficient to make a correct judgment. But what gives a real idea of a

solution and the value it can add are the examples of its practical

application. To demonstrate the reliability and the visually-aesthetic

appearance of the StyroDesign series of facade profiles and

decorations, we present you one of Finland's leading projects in recent

years - the Zsar Outlet Village shopping complex.

StyroDesign's facade design system and how it

transformed the Zsar Outlet Village

Whether it comes to public, private

or residential construction, the

general idea of   architectural design is

the same - to transform the

appearance, create a sense of

harmony and help blend

the buildings with their surroundings.

The beautiful facades have the power

to inspire, improve and transform -

not only the concrete building, but

the overall sense of the surrounding

environment. This is also the main

reason why contractors are turning

their focus to careful planning and

implementation of architectural

forms and details in their projects.

 

Recognizing the abundance

of benefits of professional facade

design systems, the contractors at

Zsar Outlet Village, an ambitious

project in Finland, have chosen to

contact StyroDesign about the

possibility of collaboration. In the next

few pages we will tell you more about

the project, what were the

main challenges, what solutions did

we offer and most importantly - what

we managed to achieve in the end.
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ZSAR OUTLET VILLAGE

THE PROJECT

IN NUMBERS

An area of over 20 000 sq. m.
Over 110 commercial premises
More than 8 million visitors per year

Zsar Outlet Village is a standalone

complex with an area of   over 20,000

square meters. The project is built in

such a way as to cut the typical

feeling of shopping centers.

Contractors have managed to design

areas that resemble the beautiful

and romantic streets in most small

Mediterranean cities. Aristocratic

facades, harmonious forms,

picturesque squares, beautiful sheds

(also known as "porticos" in the

ancient Greek architecture and

emblematic of a number of western

cities such as Bologna), convenient

pedestrian areas, small paved streets

and many other elements and

details typical of the romantic small

towns shape the feeling of walking

in a natural environment.

 

This approach helps the team

behind the project to achieve its

primary goal - to detach visitors

from the idea of   traditional

shopping and to escape from the

associated feelings by bringing them

a whole new and exciting

experience. That is why many visitors

share the same impression - the

walk around the complex is more

like the excitement typical of the

first hours in a new city and

unfamiliar environment.

 

Zsar Outlet Village is the first standalone outlet center built in

Finland. As with all such projects, their location is of massive 

 importance. The complex is located in a particularly strategic

location near the EU - Russia border. The center is only two and

a half hours away from St. Petersburg and an hour and a half

away from Helsinki. This makes it a convenient destination for

weekend tourism and shopping, both for Finns and Russians.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgd_18RiZ6o
https://styrodesign.eu/en/
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THE CHALLENGES

THE RISKS
THE HEAVY LOAD OF

THE COMPLEX

CONTINUOUS

CONTACT WITH THE

FACADES

AGGRESSIVE WEATHER

CONDITIONS

*the number of tourists crossing the
border between the EU and Russia
through the border checkpoints near
Zsar Outlet Village (in m.)
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OF RUSSIAN

VISITORS POINT OUT

SHOPPING AS THE

MAIN REASON FOR

VISITING FINLAND

The major challenges that the StyroDesign facade design system had to deal with were the heavy

workload and the risks accompanying the activity of the visitors of the complex (mechanical pressure,

rubbing, coloration, etc.). Preliminary studies have shown that according to Finnish border control's

estimates for 2017, over 7.2 million tourists have crossed the EU-Russia border through checkpoints close

to the location of Zsar Outlet Village in southeastern Finland.

 

The statistics for 2018, on the other hand, indicate an additional growth of over 10%. What was more

interesting, however, was the fact that over 74% of Russians crossing the border cited shopping as the

main goal of their visit to Finland.
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We have also taken into account that

due to duty-free goods and the fact

that the complex fills in the need of

presence of premium brands and

retail outlets in the region, interest in

the shopping center by local, Russian

and other foreign tourists was

expected to grow exponentially in

the next few years. A further

indication for this was the steadily

increasing number of visitors from

China and other Asian countries, for

whom the region between St.

Petersburg and Helsinki is becoming

a widely popular destination.

 

The constant workload of the mall

and the increased human flow and

the accompanying implications have

put our product solutions at risk

from physical contact and harm. The

facade profiles had to be designed in

such a way as to guarantee their

resistance to friction, rubbing,

constant pressure and mechanical

impact. That was the only way we

could guarantee the preservation of

their perfect performance and

aesthetically-pleasing design for a

long period of time.

 

Another serious risk to the facades and

their elements, which we had to take

into account, was the aggressive and

often-changing weather conditions

typical for the region. Our experience

suggests that temperature changes

and rainfall are usually the perfect

prerequisites for compromising not

only the facade profiles, but also the

areas they link with the base and the

joints between the details.

 

To avoid the negative effects of this

type of risk, we chose a super-durable

cement coating in combination with

elastic facade paint, guaranteeing

durability, resistance to external

aggressors and long-lasting color

saturation. Once the profiles are

treated with the facade coating and

decorated with exterior paint, they

guarantee long-term operational

reliability and also minimize the risk

of discoloration, structural

deformation or cracking. Thus, the

facades manage to retain their

beautiful and unrivaled appearance

for a long period of time.

"The preliminary analysis provided us with an additional
perspective on how strategic Zsar Outlet Village's location really
was and the importance of the big number of visitors, the
complex expected in the near future."

- Ivo Kolev, CEO
StyroDesign

https://styrodesign.eu/en/


OUR SOLUTIONS

FACADE PROFILES
MADE OF EPS

DECORATIVE WOOD
IMITATION

MONTAGE AND
DECORATION PRODUCTS

One of the key benefits of the partnership with StyroDesign is

our flexibility and willingness to work on customized projects

and fulfill individual requests. That way, we are able to provide

virtually limitless facade design possibilities and ensure the

comfort of making any concept a reality. In the case of Zsar

Outlet Village we received the client's individual sketches,

alongside his requirements for the sizes and shapes of each

element. Thus, we were able to provide our partners a complete

leeway and virtually limitless design and planning capabilities.

 

Our work on the project began with the most important part,

namely the design of the shopping center's logo. We produced a

part with embedded metal construction with impressive

dimensions and a height of 3,000 mm. Specific to this type of

task was the fact that the logo is the first thing visitors would

see every time. That is why the requirements for its construction

were particularly strict. We have been able to respond to and

even exceed them thanks to the advanced technology we

employ for the production of 3D shapes and decorations from

EPS, This approach allows us to produce architectural forms and

elements with especially long-lasting operational reliability,

exceptional detail, extreme strength and perfect vision.
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https://styrodesign.eu/en/produkti-kategoria/fasadni-profili-ot-eps/
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Our work for the project continued with

the development of facade design

solutions with the main purpose to

contribute to the authentic look of

buildings and individual retail outlets of

leading brands in the luxury goods

industry. To ensure the successful

completion of the task, Zsar Outlet

Village contractors chose to put their

trust in the multiple benefits that our

wide range of EPS facade profiles is

renowned for. 

 

The approach here was complex. While

simultaneously developing individual

solutions, we also provided a variety of

ready-made decorative elements. The

facade profiles that enhance the

amazing look of the buildings in the

complex extend across a wide range of

areas - from linear, frame and cornice

profiles, through columns, pilasters and

capitals, to balustrades, keystones, arches

and decorative supports. These, as well

as a number of other decorative

elements, today form the authentic look

and contribute to the aesthetic

appearance of the separate buildings,

part of the Zsar Outlet Village.

 

Along with the architectural profiles

and decorations, we also provided all

the accessories and materials needed

for their convenient installation and

beautiful decoration. The easy fixing of

the elements was entrusted to the

TEHNOCLEY EPS adhesive. With its

help, the montage is extremely quick,

easy and problem-free.

To ensure the secure fixation of the

individual elements in the facade, as

well as the smooth transition between

them, we offered the TEHNOCOAT
polymer jointing paste and the PU
CONTACT polyurethane adhesive
sealant.

 

Among other things, one of the most

important tasks in the production of

facade profiles is to ensure their

perfect visual appearance (including

durability, color saturation, and UV

resistance). The approach to

decorating architectural profiles we

have taken is not limited to ensuring

the beautiful appearance of the

details, however. We added also a

very important factor for ensuring

the long-term operational reliability

- the elasticity of the coating layer.

For this purpose, the facade profiles

are treated with the SUPER
ELASTIC plasto-elastic paint. The

product is widely renowned for its

extreme elasticity up to over 160%.

Thus, the highly elastic finish layer

protects the joints for a long period

of time, minimizing the risk of

cracking. Thanks to this, even in rare

cases where it is possible for micro

cracks (up to 1.5 mm in size) to form

under the paint areas, it retains its

strength and reliability while

preserving the beautiful appearance

of the architectural detail.
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HIGH-STRENGTH CONCRETE CASTINGS

One of the most interesting solutions we have used for the Zsar Outlet Village project is the elements and
castings of high-strength concrete. Through careful selection of technology, concrete composition, mold,

texture, colors, and specific production methodologies, we have created special castings and ornaments that

combine a beautiful look and an extreme strength. The production of elements of improved high-strength
concrete continues to this day, thus helping us to meet the needs of contractors and satisfy the expectations

of Zsar Outlet Village's visitors.

 

But the inspiration behind our work for the Zsar Outlet Village project doesn't end here. Along with the

aristocratic radiance and the exuberance that the facade profiles of EPS convey to the exterior of a

building, contractors also sought solutions that can give the project a different dimension. So it came

to the elements in our portfolio that perfectly recreate the feel of natural wood. The solutions in the

series of decorative wood imitation are a particularly popular choice, both in private and public

construction projects (hotels, commercial buildings, etc.). For the purposes of the Zsar Outlet Village

project, we made a number of different types of decorative wooden beams with unique textures and

colors. Thus, we were able to convey the detailed vision of a wide range of different types of wood,

creating an environmentally-friendly solution with an extended service life.
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Thanks to our professional attitude, the

ability to handle short deadlines, and

the perfect quality of our products, our

fruitful partnership with the project

contractors still continues in full force.

That way, together we manage to meet

and satisfy the needs of the Zsar Outlet

Village project and its growing

popularity, not only among local users

but also among foreign ones. Winning

our mutual trust, we continue to work

towards providing a unique experience

for every visitor in the complex.

 

To learn more about the project itself,

its architectural plan and the layout of

the space, you can take an animated

virtual walk. If you want to immerse

yourself in the beauty of the shopping

center and get familiar with the real-life

look of Zsar Outlet Village, you can take

advantage of interesting and extensive

video materials with footage from

different angles within the complex.

 

Complete information about the

facade and interior solutions, part of

our portfolio is available in the

Products section. To find out how we

can help plan and execute your

project, contact us through the

contact form and we will help you

transform your ideas about beautiful

and aesthetic buildings and spaces.
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